ADDENDUM 1

TO: Vendors Addressed
FROM: Barry Goldman, Buyer
DATE: November 30, 2016
SUBJECT: 710-17-1000 Consultants for Human Service Related Scopes of Work

The following change(s) to the above-referenced RFQ have been made as designated below:

- [X] Change of specification(s)
- [X] Change of bid opening time and date
- [X] Revised Technical Proposal Packet
- [X] Additional Documents

**BID OPENING DATE AND TIME**

- Bid Opening Date changed to 12/19/2016. Bid Opening Time shall remain unchanged.

**ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS**

- No additional specifications.

**CHANGE OF SPECIFICATIONS**

- Delete references to slot “W403” in DELIVERY OF RESPONSE DOCUMENTS section and replace with the following:
  W304
- Delete issuing officer’s phone number “501-573-2446” in OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT CONTACT INFORMATION section and replace with the following:
  501-537-2446

**REPLACEMENT DOCUMENTS**

- Delete the Technical Proposal Packet and replace with the Revised Technical Proposal Packet
  Added E.3 for further submittal clarification(s).

**ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS**

- Added EO 98-04 Disclosure Form.
The specifications by virtue of this addendum become a permanent addition to the above referenced RFQ. Failure to return this signed addendum may result in rejection of your proposal.

If you have any questions please contact Barry Goldman at barry.goldman@dhs.arkansas.gov or (501) 537-2446.

Company: ____________________________

Signature: ____________________________

Date: ________________________________